Morphometric evaluation of features of remodelling of the venous bed of the limbs at experimental trophic ulcer and its correction
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The progressive course of diseases of the veins of the lower extremities leads to the development of complications in more than 80% of patients with post-thrombotic disease. Purpose of the work: to study the morphometric features of remodeling of the venous bed of the extremities in experimental trophic ulcer and its correction. A complex of morphological methods was used to examine the veins of the lower limbs of 18 adult male Vietnamese pigs, which were divided into 3 groups. 1 group consisted of 6 intact practically healthy animals, the 2 group - 6 pigs with simulated trophic ulcer, the 3 group - 6 animals with Lidocaine-corrected ulcer. The area of the trophic ulcer was measured. The trophic ulcer was taken together with the surrounding tissues, from which histological micropreparations were made, which determined the diameters of capillary venules, venules, outer and inner diameters of venous vessels, the height of endothelial cells, the diameter of their nuclei, nuclear-cytoplasmic ratios in these cells, volume of damaged endotheliocytes. A correlation analysis was performed between the ulcer area and morphometric parameters. Quantitative values were processed statistically. Strong positive correlations have been established between nuclear-cytoplasmic relation in endothelial cells, the relative volume of damaged endotheliocytes, and the area of the ulcer defect (r=+0.84±0.03), at correction of an ulcer by Lidocaine they weakened a little. It was found that the correction of trophic ulcers with Lidocaine led to a decrease in its area by 25.8%. It is established that the experimental trophic ulcer leads to pronounced remodeling of the venous bed of the lower extremities, which is characterized by significant dilation of venous vessels, venous plethora complicated by hypoxia, atrophic, dystrophic, necrobiosis, infiltrative processes and sclerosis. The use of Lidocaine in experimental trophic ulcer improves the adaptive-compensatory and regenerative processes of the modeled pathology, reduces the relative volume of damaged endothelial cells in the venous vessels of the lower extremity by 18.8% (p<0.001).
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Introduction

Chronic venous insufficiency is a symptom complex that characterizes a condition caused by venous disease, in particular, varicose veins, postthrombotic disease or venous angiodysplasia, caused by the presence of venous hypertension, the clinical signs of which are heaviness, fatigue of the lower extremities, edema, edema, flatulence, pain, telangiectasia, varicose veins, trophic disorders and ulcers [24].

Trophic ulcers of the lower extremities are found in almost every fifth patient with CVI, they often recur and cause a deterioration in quality of life [7]. Trophic ulcers among the world's population are found in 0.2% of patients with varicose veins under the age of 50 years and in 2.6% - over 50 years. Valve failure of the venous system of the lower extremities leads to the formation of persistent phlebohypertension, which progresses rapidly, causing pathogenetic and destructive changes in the soft tissues of the lower extremities.

Despite significant advances in diagnosis and treatment in recent years, the choice of pathogenetic treatment in patients with severe chronic venous insufficiency remains controversial and unresolved. The development of irreversible trophic changes in the soft tissues of the lower extremities in most patients leads to no effect from treatment
by known methods, and even with a positive result of treatment there is a high risk of recurrence - 30-80%.

The progressive course of diseases of the veins of the lower extremities leads to the development of complications in 15-25% patients with varicose veins and more than 80% of patients with postthrombotic disease [4, 13, 30]. The complexity and versatility of pathogenetic mechanisms of trophic ulcers of the lower extremities requires different and multifaceted approaches to their treatment. At the same time, clinicians use various methods of treatment, which take into account the stage of chronic venous insufficiency, the presence of complications and the predominant syndrome [31]. It should be noted that to this day the search for timely, complete, adequate diagnosis, correction and prevention of trophic ulcers of the lower extremities [4, 13, 25, 26]. In recent decades, morphologists have widely used morphometric research methods that allow to quantify various physiological and pathological processes and adequately interpret them [1, 9, 18].

The aim of the study was morphometric study of the features of remodeling of the venous bed of the extremities in experimental trophic ulcer and its correction.

Materials and methods

A set of morphological methods was used to examine the veins of the hind limbs of 18 adult male Vietnamese pigs, which were divided into 3 groups. The first group consisted of 6 intact practically healthy animals, the 2nd group - 6 pigs with simulated trophic ulcer [6], the 3rd group - 6 animals with trophic ulcer corrected by lidocaine at a dose of 1.0 mg/kg.

Euthanasia of experimental animals was performed by bloodletting under conditions of thiopental-sodium anesthesia [10, 11]. The trophic ulcer was removed together with the surrounding tissues, which were fixed in 10% neutral formalin solution, passed through ethyl alcohols of increasing concentration and placed in paraffin. Microtide sections 5-7 μm thick after dewaxing were stained with hematoxilin-eosin, according to Van Gieson, Mallory, toluidine blue [8]. Venous vascular morphometry was performed on histological micropreparations. The diameters of capillary venules (DCV), venules (DV), external (EDV) and internal (IDVV) diameters of venous vessels, height of endotheliocytes (HE), diameter of their nuclei (DN), nuclear-cytoplasmic relations (NCR) were determined, the relative volume of damaged endotheliocytes (RVDE) [1, 27]. 50 measurements were performed on each micropreparation. The area of the trophic ulcer was determined by the planimetric method [26]. Correlation analysis was performed between the area of the ulcer defect and the studied morphometric parameters to determine the correlation coefficient (r). The strength of correlations was assessed by four degrees: strong (r=0.7-0.9), significant (r=0.5-0.7), moderate (r=0.3-0.5), weak (r=0.3) [1].

Quantitative morphological parameters were processed statistically. Processing of the latter was performed in the department of system statistical researches of Ivan Horbachevsky Ternopil National Medical University in the software package STATISTIKA. The difference between comparative morphometric parameters is determined by the Student's and Mann-Whitney test [12, 15]. Experiments and euthanasia of experimental animals were performed in accordance with the "General Ethical Principles of Animal Experiments" adopted by the First National Congress on Bioethics (Kyiv, 2001), in accordance with the "European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals for Research and Other Scientific Purposes", also according to the Law of Ukraine "On protection of animals from cruel treatment" (from 21.02.2006) [23].

Results

Studies have shown that the area of the ulcer defect in uncorrected trophic ulcer was equal to (22.1±0.3) mm², and in the 3rd group of observations (corrected ulcer) - (16.4±0.2) mm². These morphometric parameters were statistically significant (p<0.001) differed from each other and the last quantitative morphological index was lower than the previous one by 25.8%. Therefore, the correction of trophic ulcers with lidocaine led to a marked reduction in the area of the ulcer defect. The obtained morphometric parameters of the venous bed of the lower extremities are presented in table 1.

A comprehensive analysis of the data in Table 1 showed that the studied morphometric parameters of groups 2 and 3 of the observation groups differed from similar controls. Thus, the diameter of the venules in the simulated trophic ulcer was statistically significantly (p<0.001) increased from (12.85±0.09) μm to (15.90±0.12) μm, ie by 23.7%. With corrective correction of the simulated pathology, this quantitative morphological index decreased by 15.1% compared with the above, but did not reach the level of control (13.50±0.09) μm (p<0.01). The diameter of venules in group 2 of experimental animals with a pronounced statistically significant difference (p<0.001) increased by 21.9%, and in group 3 was reduced by 14.9% (p<0.001) compared to the same previous parameter.

Table 1. Morphometric characteristics of the venous bed of the lower extremities of experimental animals (M±m).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Observation group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCV, μm</td>
<td>12.85±0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV, μm</td>
<td>26.97±0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDVV, μm</td>
<td>40.34±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDVV, μm</td>
<td>28.33±0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE, μm</td>
<td>4.82±0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN, μm</td>
<td>3.48±0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCR</td>
<td>0.52±0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVDE,%</td>
<td>2.30±0.031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 compared to the first group.
The outer diameter of the venous vessels of the intact lower extremity was equal to \((40.34\pm0.33)\) μm, and in the conditions of trophic ulcer - \((47.76\pm0.27)\) μm. A statistically significant difference (p<0.001) was found between the given morphometric parameters and the last quantitative morphological indicator exceeded the previous one by 18.4%. Correction of trophic ulcers led to a decrease in the outer diameter of the veins of the lower extremity, which reached \((41.80\pm0.24)\) μm. The above morphometric parameter was less than the same indicator in the conditions of uncorrected trophic ulcer by 12.5% (p<0.01), and also exceeded the similar control value by 3.6% (p<0.01).

The inner diameter of the studied vessels in the simulated experiment was also markedly (p<0.001) increased from \((28.33\pm0.21)\) μm to \((34.62\pm0.24)\) μm, ie by 22.2%. In the 3rd group of observations (corrected trophic ulcer) the studied morphometric parameter was statistically significant (p<0.001) decreased by 17.8%. At the same time, this quantitative morphological indicator differed from the similar control by 6.2% (p<0.001).

The simulated pathology (trophic ulcer) led to the structural rearrangement of endothelial cells of the veins of the lower extremities, which was confirmed by changes in their morphometric parameters [19]. Thus, in control observations, the height of endothelial cells was equal to \((4.82\pm0.031)\) μm, and in group 2 animals - \((4.501\pm0.031)\) μm. Between the given quantitative morphological indicators the expressed statistically significant (p<0.001) difference is revealed and the last indicator appeared less than the previous by 6.6%. The nuclei of these cells under the conditions of this experiment decreased by only 1.4% (p<0.05). Uneven disproportionate changes in the spatial characteristics of the nucleus and cytoplasm led to violations of the relationship between them, which was determined by the nuclear-cytoplasmic relationship in the studied cells. In undamaged venous vessels of the lower extremities, this morphometric parameter was equal to \(0.520\pm0.003\), in the 2nd group of observations - \(0.580\pm0.003\). These quantitative morphological parameters were statistically significant (p<0.001) differed. The last morphometric parameter exceeded the previous one by 11.5%.

The height of endothelial cells in the conditions of corrected trophic ulcer was equal to \((4.661\pm0.031)\) μm. This morphometric parameter differed by 2.9% (p<0.01) from the same control, ie to a lesser extent compared with uncorrected trophic ulcer. The sizes of nuclei in the studied group of animals were similarly changed.

The correlation analysis revealed the presence of strong positive correlations in the 2nd group of observations between nuclear-cytoplasmic relations in endotheliocytes, the relative volume of damaged endotheliocytes and the area of the ulcer defect (r=+0.84±0.03). Slightly lower positive correlations were found between these quantitative morphological parameters in group 3 animals, where the correlation coefficient ranged from 0.53 to 0.65 (significant correlations).

**Discussion**

Nuclear-cytoplasmic ratios in endothelial cells in the conditions of corrected trophic ulcer change to a lesser extent (4.8%, p<0.01) compared with group 3 [18, 28]. It should be noted that some researchers believe that changes in nuclear-cytoplasmic relationships in cells are a violation of structural-cellular homeostasis and a sign of damage to the studied structures [1, 27]. It is known that the violation of a significant number of endothelial cells can lead to endothelial dysfunction, which exacerbates and worsens the course of the main pathology [16, 17].

Given the established positive correlation strong relationships in the second group of observations between the nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio in endothelial cells, damaged endothelial relative volume and area of the ulcer and positive correlation between quantitative morphological parameters of the third group of experimental animals, we can say that the size of ulcer defects on the limb depend on the severity of the structural adjustment of the venous bed. Remodeling of the latter significantly disrupts the drainage of venous blood, promotes the development of venous plethora and hypoxia [2, 27].

In the light microscopy examination of micropreparations of tissues of the lower extremity in a simulated trophic ulcer, a pronounced dilatation and plethora of venous vessels was observed. Venous vessels of the hemomicrocirculatory tract (capillary venules and venules) are dilated, tortuous, with uneven lumen, varicose and with numerous scallacations [22]. Stasis, sludges and thrombosis foci, plasmorrhagia of the walls and paravalvular space were observed in these microvessels. There were foci of diapedetic hemorrhage. In the tissues of the lower extremity were also found foci with a decrease in microvessels due to their reduction and avascular zones [14, 21]. Endothelial cells of venous vessels were edematous, dystrophically and necrobiotically altered, acquired a rounded shape with foci of their desquamation. There were also pronounced structural changes (dystrophy, necrobiosis, infiltration, sclerosis) in the cells and tissues of the lower extremity. In the corrected ulcer, the described morphological changes were similar, but less pronounced [29].

Less pronounced destructive processes and improved regeneration in the tissues of the lower extremity in experimental trophic ulcers corrected by lidocaine can be explained by the fact that the introduction of this drug limits the release of inflammatory mediators by neutrophils and monocytes, reduces the release of interleukins IL-1, IL-8, tumor necrosis factor, prostaglandins, thromboxanes, leukotrienes, lysosomal enzymes, free radicals, degranulation of mast cells with the release of histamine [3, 5, 20].

Further, a comprehensive study of structural changes in the venous bed of the lower extremities in trophic ulcers will take into account its morphological changes by
Clinicians in the diagnosis, correction and prevention of this pathology.

**Conclusions**
Experimental trophic ulcer leads to a pronounced remodeling of the venous bed of the lower extremities, which is characterized by pronounced dilation of venous vessels, venous plethora complicated by hypoxia, atrophic, dystrophic, necrobiotic, infiltrative and sclerotic processes. The use of lidocaine in experimental trophic ulcers improves the adaptive-compensatory and regenerative processes and the course of the simulated pathology.
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Прогресуючий перебіг захворювань вен нижніх кінцівок призводить до розвитку ускладнень у понад 80% хворих на посттромботичну хворобу. Метою роботи: вивчити морфометричні особливості ремоделювання венозного русла кінцівок при експериментальній трофічній виразці та її корекції. Комплекс морфологічних методів досліджені вен нижніх кінцівок 18 статевозрілих свиней-самців вітнамської породи, які були розділені на три групи: 1 групу нараховувала 6 інтактних, 2 групу становили 6 свиней зі змодельованою трофічною виразкою, 3 групу - 6 свиней із виразкою, корегованої лідокаїном. Вимірювали площу трофічної виразки. Забирали трофічну виразку разом з оточуючими тканинами, з яких виготовляли гістологічні мікропрепарати, де визначали діаметри закапілярних венул, венул, зовнішніх та внутрішніх діаметрів венозних судин, висоту ендотеліоцитів, діаметр їх ядер, ядерно-цитоплазматичні відношення у цих клітинах, відносний об’єм пошкоджених ендотеліоцитів, відносний об’єм пошкоджених венозних судин. Проводили кореляційний аналіз між площою виразки та морфометричними параметрами. Кількісні величини обробляли статистично. Встановлені сильні позитивні кореляційні взаємозв’язки між ядерно-цитоплазматичними відношеннями в ендотеліоцитах, відносним об’ємом пошкоджених відносним об’ємом пошкоджених ендотеліоцитів та площою виразкового дефекту (r=+0,84±0,03); при корекції виразки лідокаїном вони дещо слабшали. Виявлено, що корекція трофічної виразки під час відновлення дефекту зменшувала площу на 25,8%. Установлено, що експериментальна трофічна виразка призводить до вираженого ремоделювання венозного русла нижніх кінцівок, яке характеризується значним розширенням венозних судин, венозним повнокров’ям, що ускладнює гіпоксію, атрофічними, дистрофічними, некробіотичними, інфільтративними та склеротичними процесами. Застосування лідокаїну при експериментальній трофічній виразці покращує адаптаційно-компенсаторні та регенераторні процеси змодельованої патології, зменшує відносний об’єм пошкоджених ендотеліоцитів у венозних судинах нижніх кінцівок на 18,8% (p<0,001). Ключові слова: трофічна виразка, вени, морфометрія, лідокаїн.